
 

Global Mapper V10.02

version 10.02 for global mapper has added the ability to place and edit points and lines from multiple map layers. points can be placed
by hovering your mouse on the map. panning and zooming to the layer before you right click and placing will allow you to see where

you will be placing your points. you can specify the project name in the point symbol context menu. the layers options now allow for the
arrangement and color of the layers to be saved to a file. use the new time dimension to designate the time a feature was

created,updated, deleted, or when you first saw it. global mapper will automatically update all related attributes associated with the
time dimension. for example,if the timestamp of a feature is equal to the creation time of that feature, the geometry attribute will have

the value “true”. the timestamp can also be recorded as text, numeric, and time stamp version 10.02 of global mapper has several
improvements in the display and editing of 3d features. the 3d window is now resizable and can be docked into the bottom of the
screen. also, the window now opens on demand and shows the features of the selected tool in the context of the currently active

graphics overlay. the history buffer panel has been enhanced with tools for selecting features based on properties such as the attribute
values of the polyline tool. version 10.02 of global mapper has several enhancements to the 3d tool, including a new perspective
feature, which allows you to change the view to place in. the tool has also received a number of bug fixes. version 10.02 of global

mapper allows you to create a polyline from the features that are currently being created in the history. this method is useful when you
want to create a new feature by selecting multiple features from the existing history list. the feature set that global mapper makes

aware of is extensive, and includes those stored in the db, created in the recent window, and in the history window. you can select the
feature set using the tool interface, or the entity manager menu.

Global Mapper V10.02

the project view has been completely restyled with plenty of room for the user to control the view of the map and the data. the view
can be expanded to provide a full picture of all the elements that make up a document or a map. the column manager has also been
revamped to provide more control over the appearance of the columns in the table of contents. columns can be added, changed, and
deleted as needed and they can be stacked to any depth. the work area is now designed to feature a grid of icons allowing the user to
quickly find the functions they need. the functions panel has also been completely re-designed to make it easier and faster for the user
to locate the tools they need. the list of functions has been completely re-ordered to make it easier for the user to find and to access.
the spatial operations tool is now much improved with enhanced functionality. the new user interface and controls make it easier for

the user to perform the many complex operations needed in geometry processing. the subtract, intersect, exclude, disjoint, and union
operations have been enhanced to provide increased accuracy in the results. the union operation now has the ability to determine the
exact extents of the overlaps or intersects between all the geometries in a layer. any changes to the geometry in one of the layers will

be reflected in the resulting overlap/intersect result. overlaps or intersections that were not present are now detected and reported. the
subtract and disjoint operations have been completely re-written to provide greater accuracy in their results. the disjoint operation now

has the capability to detect and report any intersections that did not exist or were not present during the processing. 5ec8ef588b
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